Legal technology company Lawcadia launches new
intelligent engine
When every legal team and law firm want something different, Lawcadia’s new platform engine is a game changer
for the diverse appetites of the legal industry.

October 14, 2020 - Lawcadia, Australia’s leading provider of matter and spend management solutions for in-house legal teams and their law firms,
has announced the launch of a new intelligent engine that will drive all aspects of its platform.

Lawcadia Intelligence™ incorporates machine learning with business logic and no-code automation, providing a powerful engine for Lawcadia’s
end-to-end operating system.

Its new plugin architecture allows for rapid product development, giving customers, partners and Lawcadia’s own development team the ability to
build new plugins quickly.

Founder and CEO Warwick Walsh said the new engine was designed to help cater to the individual needs of every in-house legal team and law firm,
from functionality and processes to integration with existing systems.

“Efficiency and control is a key focus for in-house legal teams, whilst law firms are seeking solutions that embed client relationships and add tangible
value to their service offering,” he said.

“Technology is crucial to success in these areas, however many ideas and initiatives fall over because there is too much cost and complexity in
customisations and getting different systems working together or alongside each other.”

Mr Walsh said the new platform enabled Lawcadia to meet these different requirements without the large implementation costs, but while retaining
security.

“Lawcadia Intelligence™ has been in development for 12 months,” he said.

“We are incredibly proud of our team and are excited to see where our clients can take our platform and what problems they can now solve using our
technology.”

Lawcadia’s initial platform release focuses on logic-based procurement, workflow and task automation to assist in-house legal teams to get even
greater control over spend and internal processes.

Law firms will also be able to streamline and customise its client intake, helping to elevate and embed key relationships.

For more information about Lawcadia Intelligence™ visit www.lawcadia.com.

About Lawcadia

Lawcadia is a legal technology company with a cloud-based platform that in-house legal teams and their law firms use to manage intake, matters,
engagements, RFPs, and spend. It enables users to be more efficient, control processes and spend, and have visibility across the legal function.

An award-winning, easy to implement, intuitive and affordable end-to-end legal operations platform, Lawcadia incorporates no-code workflow
automation and logic-based processes with a collaborative and secure interface. Clients include corporate and government legal teams and over 150
law firms. Lawcadia is headquartered in Brisbane, Australia with clients in Asia-Pacific, UK and the US. More information is available at Lawcadia.com
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